ABSTRACT : Recently both microuidic and uorescence correlation spectroscopy experiments have revealed that diusion coecients of active biological catalysts (enzymes) rise proportionately to their catalytic rate. Similar eects have also been observed for active material catalysts, such as platinum nanocatalysts in hydrogen peroxide solution. While dierences in diusion coecients have recently been cleverly exploited to spatially separate active from inactive catalysts, here we investigate the consequences of these novel ndings on the spatiotemporal organization of catalysts. In particular, we show that chemical reactions such as coupled catalytic reactions may drive eective attraction or repulsion between catalysts which in turn drives their spatiotemporal organization. This, we argue, may have implications for internal cell signaling.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well established that active catalysts We will then briey discuss emergent spatiotemporal ordering of recent interest in living cells 14, 17 induced by reaction-enhanced diusion and its potential implication on the organization of diusing enzymes inside cells.
II. THEORY
We start from two basic experimental observations from which we construct our theory:
1) The rate of a catalytic reaction, V , depends on the amount of available substrate. That is, we assume that the rate of a catalytic reaction (the rate of product formation) is given by the following
This relation describes the phenomenon of saturation of catalysts. Here S is the substrate concentration (for which we set the units to mM), k cat is the maximal turnover rate (ns −1 ), and K m 2) Experimentally, the change in the diusion coecient, ∆D, expressing the dierence in diusion constant in the presence (D e , with subscript denoting "enhanced") and absence (D 0 ) of substrate is proportional to the reaction rate
where ∆D > 0 and α is an experimentally deter- 
From these observations, we now say that when acting on a single substrate, an active catalyst's concentration prole satises the following diusion equation
where E( x, t) is the concentration, in time and space, of the active catalyst which depletes its substrate S( x, t). 
where the substrate, S, is produced by a catalyst 1 (with concentration E 1 ( x, t)) reacting with initial substrate with concentration S i (whose product is S) with rate V i (S i ) per catalyst. The substrate whose concentration is S may then broken down through spontaneous degradation, with rst order rate constant λ, as well as by reacting with a catalyst 2 (with concentration E 2 ( x, t)) with rate V s (S)
per catalyst. 
and note that the rst term of Eq. (5) 
We can then associate α ∂ S V (S)∇S in the second term to −F/ζ where F is a force and ζ is a friction coecient. Likewise, we can associate For the remainder of this paper, we will simplify our equations by introducing the following dimen-
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wherer,t, andC represent dimensionless distance, time, and concentration respectively, and where L is understood as the maximal fractional change in the diusion constant of a catalyst at saturation.
As L increases, the eect of enhanced diusion In dimensionless variables, the equations for the evolution of the second catalyst as well as the sub-
and
For generality, here we assumed the form of a Hill equation for the enzymatic rates with dierent Hill coecients m and n as well as dissociation constants K m1 and K m2 for each reaction. We also assume that S i production rate is controlled G(S i )
which, in full generality, may depend on other reactions. In order to demonstrate that substrates can mediate catalyst attraction and repulsion, as we show shortly, we can assume for simplicity that S i is uniform and at steady state. Furthermore, except when noted otherwise, S is assumed to be at steady state. Thus, we will be focusing on the eect of S on E 2 alone without regard for E 1 which we assume is giving rise to the concentration prole of S. Under these circumstances we will simply refer to the single catalyst species as E and the single substrate species, S.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The rst important result is that enhanced diu- 
For instance, Eq. (14) 
where G is a constant that can be computed by conservation of mass.
The steady state catalyst proles, given by Page 3 of 7
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IV. CONCLUSION
We have drawn general predictions on eective at- Where the substrate concentration is lowest, the catalyst (green) experiences no enhancement. Right: At t = 10, the deviation of the enhanced diusing catalyst in a depleted region (green) from its expected prole without the depletion (red) using the same substrate prole, S b . Details of boundary conditions are explained in the main body. 
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